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languagPs . HA' will write a thPsisfor a Ph .D . on a comparative
study in Aramaic dialects .

CREPEAU9 Paul - of Ottawa, Ont . B.A. and L .Ph . from the University
`--Ûttawa, LL .L . from the University of Montreal, Bachelor of Civil
Law from Oxford (Rhodes Scholar in 1951) . Mr. Crépeau will present
a thesis in law for the Doctorat de l ' Université de Paris . He is
preparing himself for the university teaching of the philosophy of
law and public lav ;

DAVIES, Bruce - Hamilton, Ontario .

B .A . McMaster University ; M.A . Harvard Uftiversity .

Will study in France, reading at the'Bibliothéque Nationale
and other librariPs . His thesis now in progress for a Ph .D . at
Harvard is Sénac de Meilhan and "Llesprit sexagénair9" of eighteenth
century France .

FORSYTH, John Campbell,_ Toronto, Ontario .

M.A . UnivPrsity of Toronto .

He will study Romance Languages at the University of .Paris,
France, and in particular will make a study of Jules Chamfleury .

GTLLESPIE, Jessie Lynn - Toronto, Ontario .

Ph.-D . University of Toronto .

She will study the political, literary, and religious
background of the period in which Bernanos lived and his signifi-
cance for modern literature . This comparative study will be done
at the University of Paris, France, and will lRad to a doctorate .

GILMORE, Paul C . - Vancouver, B .C .

Mr. GilmorR is a B .A. in pure mathematics of Cambridge
and will continue to study mathematics at the University of
Amsterdam, The NethQrlands . He has already been working in The
Netherlands on problPms of intuitionistic mathematics, . and plans
to continue his research toward a doctorate of the University .

MENARD Jean - of QuAbAc, P .Q. B.A . and M .A . from Laval . Intends
to work in Paris on the preparation of a doctoral thesis on René
Boylesve and do advanced study at the Sorbonn9on Latin and Greek
linguistics and philology .

MOORE, Charles H ., London, Ontario .

In France since 1949 and licenciate of the University
of Paris, Mr . Moore has been studying on a French government
scholarship . He will continue to study at the University of Paris
and complete a thesis on "The Fortune of the Theatre of Gerhart
Hauptmann in France" .

&fYNAULD André - of MontrPal, P .Q. B .A . and M .A . (Social Science)
from the University of Montreal . Mr. Raynauld, who is now studying
in London, intpnds to go to Paris to do research for a doctora l
thesis and willrPgistPr at the Faculty of Law .
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